
 

Hemisfair Augmented Reality Project  
RFP Questions and Responses 

 
1. Can your team confirm that a quadrant-based location system is acceptable to present 

as a solution? We envision an interactive map that will give users directions to their 
tree. The directions don’t have to follow designated concrete pathways at the park but 
should be clear enough for the user to find the right tree. 
 

2. Is there an expected time frame from the app launch for when the number of claimed 
trees will surpass 100 trees? At this time, we do not know when we will surpass 100 
trees claimed. Right now 25 trees have been claimed.  

 
3. How many of the 230 trees currently have donor information? 25 trees have donor 

information.  
 

4. Will the selected vendor be responsible for uploading the content for trees that 
currently have donors? Yes. If so, at what point will Hemisfair staff take over updating 
tree donor information within the app as new ones are added for both Yanaguana 
Garden and Civic Park? Hemisfair staff will take over after the Yanaguana Garden pilot 
program has successfully launched and staff has been trained on the Customer 
Management System. 

 
5. When does the contract term end? The contract term will end one year after the pilot 

program has successfully launched and staff is trained on the Customer Management 
System. Will that be when the Civic Park part of the app is launched in 2023? Please 
provide your company’s pricing to host and manage the application beyond the one 
year warranty. 

 
6. For audio clip text, would having the whole text of the audio clip in an overlay menu 

that can be toggled on/off be acceptable? Yes, as long as the on/off toggle option is 
clear for the user to identify.  

 
7. Can you please provide more details about the AR component of this project? Item 3 in 

the RFP states that you want to show “a photo, text, and/or audio about the person 
being honored/memorialized.” Can you tell me more about how you envision this 
content will be digitally superimposed with the tree? For example, do you envision the 
use of 3D objects in the AR scene or just 2D photos? We envisioned 2D images. 
 

8. Do you envision any interactivity with the AR objects in the scene? No. 
 

 
 

 



 

9. Where do you plan to place the QR codes (e.g. on the tree or on a post near the tree, 
etc.)? The QR code/badges will be nailed with two nails into the trunk of the tree at 48” 
height. 
 

10. Are there other examples at other parks using similar donor recognition AR programs? If 
so, can you please provide these examples? We do not know of any other parks using 
AR for donor recognition. We like to think we’re the first! 
 

11. How many of the approximately 230 trees are part of the pilot program? Nine trees in  
Yanaguana Garden are part of the pilot program. 
 

12. Is the budget for the pilot program through Dec 1, 2021 plus one year warranty and 
service and support? Or is this budget intended to also include the work to launch the 
tree park project in 2023 and then one year warranty and service and support beyond 
the official launch? The budget includes the pilot program for Yanaguana Garden, work 
to launch the Civic Park tree program, plus one year warranty for service and support. 
Please provide your company’s pricing to host and manage the application beyond the 
one year warranty.  
 

13. Did HPARC contract with a vendor to develop this RFP? If so, can you please tell me the 
name of the vendor? If applicable, will this vendor also be bidding on this project and/or 
will they be involved in the oversight of the project? HPARC did not contract with 
vendor to develop the RFP. 
 

14. Regarding ADA, would it be ok to have an optional line item in the proposal that would  
deal with spoken text? The costs to have VO talent(s) to record 250 messages in both 
English and Spanish would most likely push the estimate past the threshold required. 
Yes. In your proposal, please include an explanation as to why you listed it as an 
optional line item. 
 

15. We also plan to break out Spanish versioning as a separate line item. Is that OK to do, or   
should we consider it mandatory for the app? Translating the app into Spanish is not 
mandatory and it is okay to list the pricing as a separate line item. 

 
16. Are there specific ADA guidelines or documentation you are serving your standards from 

or is it in reference to the general ADA standards? If so, please provide a source. The 
app does not have to be ADA compliant, however, we want to ensure it is accessible and 
free from barriers so that everyone of all abilities can use it. Deliverables 5 a, b, and c 
are the primary things we want to see.  

 
 
 
 



 

17. In the RFP section 4b. You speak about map functionality where users can be shown a 
pathway to a tree location. The implementation of these features can range upon the 
level of detail associated with it. Do you envision users being able to have turn-by-turn 
directions that follow your park pathways, which may be a little more costly for the 
implementation or do you envision providing a map that can give users general 
directions of the area where they can locate the tree (like a mall or theme park with a 
slightly more interactivity)? If neither, please elaborate. We envision an interactive map 
that will give users directions to their tree. The directions don’t have to follow 
designated concrete pathways at the park but should be clear enough for the user to 
find the right tree. 

 
18. Will there be signage out in the park to direct guests to specific areas or sections of the 

park? Yes. 
  

19. How do you envision the signage or QR codes to be displayed on the tree? A sign 
hanging from the tree, in the ground etc. The QR codes will be nailed with two nails into 
the trunk at 48” height.  

 
20. Is the QR to be printed on certain type material for weather considerations, or have 

color incorporated in the design? We are open to suggestions but have considered 
Plastic Laminate approximately 1-1/2” high x 1” wide with nail holes at top and bottom.  
 

21. According to Page 4 last paragraph there are Approximately 230 trees in Yanaguana 
Garden; it does not specify Civic Park; however, it is to be included.  Can we get 
confirmation of the number of trees per section? Under Deliverables section 2C it 
specifies the number of Badges at 250. We assume this is the number of trees but 
appreciate clarity. The Yanaguana Garden pilot program will consist of 9 trees, the rest 
are designated for Civic Park. Total: 250. 

 
22. To publish this application to either android or IOS store for public consumption, it is 

required to own a developer’s license and account for each respectively. It is defined in 
the RFP that HPARC will own the application, but will you want to be responsible for 
hosting, managing and maintaining the application on your own developer accounts, or 
would you want us to host the app? Please provide pricing for your company to host 
and manage the application. 
 

23. The RFP says, “Provide custom design services for Hemisfair-specific QR Code badges 
and produce the first 250 badges for installation by HPARC staff.” Does this mean we are 
responsible for getting the badge printed, or is the Hemisfair just looking for 
recommendations on where to get them printed? If we do need to print them, does this 
cost need to be included in the proposal? Yes, please include the cost of design and 
printing the badges in your proposal. If your company plans to use a third party to do 
the printing, please also add that cost to the proposal. 

 



 

24. Additionally, how does Hemisfair view the navigation functionality working between 
each tree? First and foremost, this recognition program is for our tree donors, so when 
they visit Hemisfair they’ll already know the tree name that they are looking for (ex. The 
Smith Tree). We envision a search option/drop down menu within the app for the donor 
to search for a name. Once the name/tree is selected in the app, we’d like some type of 
map function to appear so the user can get walking directions to the tree. This app will 
also be used by everyday park-goers who haven’t donated a tree, so the drop down 
menu will be very nice to have. 

 
If an app user has already viewed one tree and would like to see another, they could exit 
the tree they are currently viewing and search the drop down menu again to find 
another, or walk through the park and scan another QR code. 

25. Are there any existing apps in use that do park mapping, events, cross-promotion for 
local businesses, etc. that we should be aware of to avoid duplication? Hemisfair does 
not use any existing apps for the uses you list.  
  

26. Have you accounted for maintenance of and updates to the app? Does budget exist for 
this past the initial year? Please include a separate line item for your company’s pricing 
to host and manage the application beyond the one year warranty.  
 

27. How are you promoting and marketing the app, in addition to the in-park signage? We 
are promoting the app by word of mouth to all donors who plant a tribute tree or are 
thinking about planting a tree. We plan to market the app to the public through social 
media and digital marketing.  
 

28. How does someone gift a tree? Types of trees/cost? A donation of $7,000 to the 
Hemisfair Conservancy allows us to purchase and plant a mature tree at the park. The 
types of trees to be planted are: Monterey Oaks, Bur Oaks, Live Oaks, Elms and 
Sycamores.  
 

29. How is WiFi in the park, parking lots, entrances? Two 4G Wi-Fi routers are set up in 
Yanaguana Garden. Civic Park doesn’t have Wi-Fi yet, but it will have 5G. The number of 
access points at Civic Park are uncertain at this time.  
 

30. How are the markers affixed to/at the tree location? The QR code/badges will be nailed 
with two nails into the trunk of the tree at 48” height.  
 

31. Do you have a Brand Standards guide to share? Hemisfair has a logo, font and brand 
colors.  
 

32. Page 8 “Timeline” states a launch in 2023, is that accurate? Nine trees located in 
Yanaguana Garden are part of the pilot program that will launch later this year. The rest 



 

of the trees will be located in the Civic Park which has not yet been constructed. Park 
construction is planned to start this fall and be completed in 2023.  


